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About This Game

Back to Bed is an artistic 3D puzzle game with a surreal twist. Bob is an unlucky narcoleptic who has a tendency of falling
asleep in his boring office and then 5d3b920ae0
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Conceptually, the game is quivering with wild possibilities. A puzzle game inspired by Dali's and Escher's work?! Yes please
and thank you kindly! And then I think they ran out of coffee. And ideas. What could have been a truly fantastic and bizarre
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experience turned out to be a rather dull and forgettable slog. The game's surreal elements, intriguing at first, are relegated to
humble window dressing and mundane props. The puzzles on normal difficulty are so basic that I really DID feel like going
back to bed. Nightmare mode was better but it does not compensate for the game's overall unrealized potential. The initial spark
of genius was there, but it quickly flickered away and it's back to fumbling in the dark.
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